DUMP IT FASTER &
™
SAFER WITH REDCO
Why you should consider a Redco™ Seamless Dump Truck Liner?
Performance

A Redco™ Liner will give you controlled and precise
material placement so you can confidently know
your load is exactly where you want it, while
remaining in the comfort of your cab. Stop wasting
money with carry back, all that material you
carry around costs you time and money. You can
increase the number of loads per day and increase
your revenues. Eliminate trailing mounds; put that
material right where it’s needed.

Maintenance

Lower dump angles means less wear and tear on your
hoist, no leaky fluids from exposed cylinders. Redco™
Liners will reduce the need to slam dump reducing
wear on all your major parts like brakes, tires and
hoist. Liners also eliminate premature box wear, no
more washboard floor.

Safety

A Redco™ Liner prevents rollovers by dumping every
load consistently at a greatly reduced dump angle.

AVA ILA BLE G R A DE S
Econoliner

This cost effective entry level HMW-PE liner is non-stick but has limited impact
strength. It is good for Sand, Topsoil, Snow and Contaminated Soils. The expected
life is seasonal but will help you get that sticky job done quickly.
• Available in 10’ width x ¼”thick.*

Repro Liner

This premium grade UHMW-PE liner is a workhorse. It has excellent abrasion
resistance and high impact strength. It is formulated to manage the broadest
range of materials like Gravel, Crushed Rock, Wet Dirt and Excavation Residue.
It is designed to outwear both aluminum and steel in most applications so
you can expect this liner last year after year, season after season.
• Available up to 16’ wide and in 3/8” and 1/2” thickness.*

Asphalt Liner

This is also a premium grade UHMW-PE liner has been designed and tested to
handle Asphalts up to 350° F. It’s super slick and abrasion resistant and can handle
your day to day work and Hot Asphalt when you need it to.
• Available up to 16’ wide and in 3/8” and 1/2” thickness*

Why Deal with Redwood Plastics?
• Our liners are in-stock for your convenience.
• We have the knowledge and experience to make sure you get
the best performing liner for your needs.
• We are committed to our communities, you can feel confident
knowing that Redwood Plastics will be right here when you need
us for your next challenge.
*Please note: These sizes are available, but not all sizes are stocked.
Custom sizes are available upon request.
*Please consult your local branch to work out what best fits your application.
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